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ABSTRACT: Live biotherapeutic products (LBPs), including symbiotic
and genetically engineered bacteria, are a promising class of emerging
therapeutics that are widely investigated both preclinically and clinically for
their oral delivery to the gastrointestinal (GI) tract. One emergent delivery
strategy involves the direct functionalization of LBP surfaces through
noncovalent or covalent modifications to control LBP interactions with the
GI microenvironment, thereby improving their viability, attachment, or
therapeutic effect. However, unlike other therapeutic modalities, LBPs are
living organisms which present two unique challenges for surface
modifications: (1) this approach can directly interfere with key LBP
biological processes (e.g., colonization, metabolite secretion) and (2)
modification can be variable due to the dynamic nature of LBP surfaces.
Collectively, these factors remain uncharacterized as they relate to the oral
delivery of LBPs. Herein, we leverage our previously reported surface
modification platform, which enables LBP surface-presentation of targeting ligands, to broadly evaluate and characterize surface
modifications on LBPs. Specifically, we evaluate how LBP growth affects the dilution of surface-presented targeting ligands and the
subsequent loss of specific target attachment over time. Next, we describe key surface modification parameters (e.g., concentration,
residence time) that can be optimized to facilitate LBP target attachment. We then characterize how bioconjugation influences the
suitability of LBPs for oral delivery by evaluating their growth, viability, storage, toxicity against mammalian cells, and in vivo
colonization. Broadly, we describe key parameters that influence the performance of surface modified LBPs and subsequently outline
an experimental pipeline for characterizing and evaluating their suitability for oral delivery.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The human microbiome, consisting of bacteria, fungi, and
viruses, plays key roles in metabolizing nutritional sources,
maturing the immune system, and preventing pathogen
infections.1−3 However, therapeutic interventions of the
microbiome are largely limited to broad spectrum antibiotics
that indiscriminately eliminate commensal bacteria and can
induce antibiotic-resistance in pathogens.4,5 As such, the use of
live biotherapeutic products (LBPs) has emerged as a potential
alternative to antibiotic treatment,6 as these beneficial bacteria
can modulate the composition of the gastrointestinal (GI)
microbiome without eliminating commensal species and can
be engineered to act as metabolic or biologic-secreting
factories.7,8

To be effective, LBPs must remain viable under harsh gastric
conditions and be retained in the GI tract following oral
delivery.9,10 As such, a number of strategies have been reported
that modify the surface of LBPs to control their interactions
with their local microenvironment, ranging from electrostatic
absorption,11−15 bioconjugation and covalent bonding,16

membrane fusing via mechanical extrusion,17 antibody-

mediated modification,18 hydrogen bonding,19 and alteration
of bacterial growth conditions,20 to genetic engineering.21−24

These strategies have been employed to reduce immune
recognition of administered LBPs,17 improve LBP targeting to
sites of disease,12,21,23 facilitate LBP mucoadhesion,16,24

protect LBPs against microenvironment chemical challenges
(e.g., acid) in the GI tract,11−15,20 and increase LBP
therapeutic efficacy.18,22 We have recently shown that LBP
surfaces can be modified with biotin via N-hydroxysulfosucci-
nimide (NHS) ester-based chemistry, which enables the use of
biotin as a modular handle for attachment of streptavidin-
conjugated moieties (Figure 1). By biotinylating and
subsequently decorating LBPs with antibodies, we significantly
improved their in vitro attachment and in vivo colonization
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following oral delivery.16 While surface modifications are a
promising delivery strategy for LBPs, these therapeutics are live
organisms whose growth, viability, and metabolism can both
influence and be influenced by surface modifications.19,25,26 As
such, there is a need for rigorous characterization of both the
effect of the living therapeutic on the surface modification (e.g.,
ligand dilution as a result of LBP growth), as well as the effect
of the surface modification on the living therapeutic (e.g., LBP
viability loss as a result of modification).
In this work, we leverage our bioconjugation platform to

study how surface modifications affect key LBP functions and
how the unique and dynamically changing LBP exterior affects
the surface modifications. In doing so, we establish an
experimental workflow to characterize surface-modified LBP
delivery systems for their oral delivery. This biotinylation
platform has a number of advantages that make it ideal as a
model system for LBP surface modifications, including a rapid
reaction time (<20 min), compatibility with any streptavidin-
conjugated entity or targeting ligand, and modularity across
bacterial species due to the use of ubiquitous primary amines
for the bioconjugation reaction.27,28 Using this previously
reported platform, we probe the effects of LBP concentration,
residence time, and growth on the attachment of biotinylated
LBPs to target proteins. Additionally, we consider parameters
related to the clinical translation of LBPs for oral delivery,
showing that surface modification does not interfere with
therapeutically essential LBP functions, including their ability

to survive and grow during standard batch culture, metabolize
key therapeutic molecules, and colonize the murine GI tract.
Finally, we demonstrate that target binding is conserved for up
to 5 months following storage in clinically relevant conditions.
Collectively, this work supports the use of LBP bioconjugation
as a delivery strategy, while simultaneously establishing an
experimental pipeline for the characterization of LBP delivery
systems for oral delivery.

2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

2.1. Biotinylation of LBP Surface. We first demonstrated
the modularity of surface modifications across LBP species.
Escherichia coli Nissle 1917 (EcN), E. coli DH5α, Lactobacillus
casei, and Bacillus coagulans were modified using sulfo-NHS-
based chemistry. Specifically, we conjugated biotin to the
bacterial surface, which can modulate the attachment of LBPs
to biotin’s binding partner, streptavidin. Sulfo-NHS-biotin
reacts with amine groups on the surface of LBPs, forming an
amide bond between the LBP surface and biotin (Figure 1A).
To confirm the functional presentation of biotin and altered
attachment of streptavidin, we incubated unmodified and
biotinylated LBPs with a fluorescent streptavidin probe.
Following incubation, the fluorescent signal significantly
increased for all strains tested (Figure 1B), and biotinylated
LBPs were visibly fluorescent under fluorescence microscopy
(Figure S1), confirming the binding of streptavidin to

Figure 1. Confirmation of LBP surface biotinylation using NHS-ester chemistry. (A) Schematic of LBP surface biotinylation, where primary amines
on the membrane react with N-hydroxysulfosuccinimide, forming amide bonds between the LBP surface and biotin. (B) Binding of a fluorescent
streptavidin probe by unmodified (green) or biotinylated (pink) Bacillus coagulans (BC), Lactobacillus casei (LC), Escherichia coli Nissle (EcN), and
E. coli DH5α (DH5α), quantified on a microplate reader and (C) the attachment of various streptavidin-conjugated moieties to the surface of
DH5α, including an Alexa Fluor 647 IgG antibody (left), yellow-green fluorescent 40 nm particle (middle), and a horseradish peroxidase tagged
polymer (right) (n = 3, error shown as standard deviation, significance assessed using unpaired Student’s t tests, α = 0.05).
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biotinylated LBPs. The extent of biotinylation, observed by the
intensity of the fluorescent signal, differed between strains
(Figure 1B), which is consistent with the abundance of primary
amines on these LBP strains (Figure S1) as well as previous
reports of this system.16 In this platform, biotin acts both as a
modulator of bacterial attachment to streptavidin, as well as a
modular handle for further modification of the LBP surface
(Figure 1C). LBPs can therefore be modified for diverse
functionality by altering the moiety on the LBP surface. For
example, polymers could reduce the immunogenicity of
antigens on the LBP surface,29,30 therapeutic nanoparticles
conjugated to LBPs can expand their mechanism of action,31

and antibodies can improve the attachment and colonization of
LBPs in the GI tract following oral delivery.16 To demonstrate
the attachment of secondary moieties, we modified a
fluorescent strain of E. coli DH5α, which enabled us to
confirm the identity of the LBP using fluorescence microscopy.
LBPs were modified with a streptavidin-conjugated antibody,
polymer, and nanoparticle (Figure 1C), detected via
fluorescence (antibodies and nanoparticle) or colorimetric
(horseradish-peroxidase conjugated polymer) readouts. A
GFP-expressing strain was used to confirm antibody attach-
ment, while an RFP-expressing strain was used to confirm
nanoparticle attachment to prevent interference between the
LBP strain and fluorescent moiety.

2.2. Effects of LBP Parameters on Attachment.
A. Growth and Dilution of Surface Modifications. Recently,
we showed that surface modification can increase LBP
attachment to specific protein targets, including those on
abiotic and biotic surfaces.16 However, because this platform
relies on chemical conjugation, the surface concentration of the
conjugated moiety will dilute as LBPs proliferate, potentially
impacting attachment due to a reduction in the interactions
between the conjugated moiety and its target. While this
transient nature of the surface modification ensures the LBP is
reverted to its initial form, lowering its safety risk relative to
permanent genetic alterations,32,33 the dynamics of biotin loss
can render insufficient target binding. To better understand the
kinetics of this dilution, we chose to analyze a GFP-expressing
strain of E. coli DH5α, as its strong GFP signal enables reliable
quantification and visualization of LBP attachment. As shown
in Figure 2A, we quantified the loss of biotin on the LBP
surface during growth and its effect on the attachment of LBPs
to a streptavidin-coated well plate. Biotin concentration on the
LBP surface was measured using a fluorescent streptavidin
probe and approximated by a calibration curve of the probe
(Figure S2), normalized to the number of colony forming units
(CFU) in a sample. We found that the dilution of surface
biotin correlates with the exponential growth of the modified
LBP (Figure 2B). To evaluate how dilution of surface moieties
affects target attachment, we incubated unmodified and

Figure 2. Extent of biotinylation and LBP attachment decreases during growth. (A) The growth and corresponding biotin coverage of modified E.
coli DH5α were determined at varying time points (top), and attachment to a streptavidin-coated well-plate was assessed at each time point relative
to an unmodified control (bottom). (B) Biotin concentration on the LBP surface (blue circles) at various timepoints during growth (pink squares),
measured using a fluorescent streptavidin probe and normalized per colony forming unit (CFU) of bacteria. (C) Attachment efficiency of
biotinylated or unmodified LBPs after indicated time points of growth (Attachment Efficiency = Fluorescent SignalPost‑Wash/Fluorescent
SignalPre‑Wash * 100). (D) Representative images of the attached biotinylated (top) and unmodified (bottom) LBPs on the well-plate floor (n = 3,
error shown as standard deviation, significance assessed using two-way ANOVA with Sidak’s post hoc test for multiple comparisons, α = 0.05, ***
p < 0.001, * p < 0.05, ns = not significant). Scale bar = 65 μm.
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biotinylated LBPs on a streptavidin-coated plate for 20 min
and calculated the attachment efficiency, measured as the
percent of fluorescent signal retained after washing to remove
unbound LBPs, at each time point. We found that attachment
decreases as a consequence of biotin dilution (Figure 2C),
which is supported by fluorescence microscopy of the well-
plate floor (Figure 2D). Additionally, we found that the
concentration of biotin on the LBP surface begins at ∼1300
biotin molecules per LBP, decreasing to ∼550 after 1 h of
growth and ∼70 after the full 6 h of growth (Figure 2B). By
evaluating the attachment of LBPs at each of these time points
during their growth, we discovered that biotinylated LBPs
maintain a significantly increased attachment as compared to
the unmodified control for up to 4 h of growth; this
corresponds to a minimum concentration of ∼100 biotin
molecules per LBP required for enabling enhanced attachment
to targeted surfaces.
B. LBP Concentration. We next assessed the effect of LBP

concentration on the attachment of biotinylated and
unmodified LBPs to target proteins, a key parameter for
determining an effective dose following modification. We again
chose E. coli DH5α for these attachment studies, as its
fluorescent signal is a reliable and quantifiable indicator of LBP
abundance (Figures S3A, S3B, and S4). LBPs were biotinylated
as described previously and subsequently diluted to varying
concentrations, ensuring the amount of biotin per bacterium
(∼1300, Figure 2B) was identical across all groups. Varying

concentrations of biotinylated or unmodified E. coli DH5α
were incubated on a streptavidin-coated well-plate for 20 min
and washed thoroughly (Figure 3A), and LBP attachment was
quantified by counting individual, GFP+ attached LBPs in
images from the well-plate floor (Figure 3B and 3C, Figure
S3C). It is expected that LBP attachment to an abiotic surface
is proportional to concentration,34 which we observed in the
unmodified control (Figure S5). However, we found that while
the attachment of biotinylated LBPs increases with concen-
tration in relatively dilute samples, attachment is inhibited at
high concentrations, and a clear attachment maximum exists
(OD = 0.2, Figure 3B). We found that while the specific
concentration associated with maximum attachment is depend-
ent on study conditions (Figures S6A and S6B), there is a
negative correlation between attachment efficiency and
concentration that is conserved across study conditions
(Figures S6C and S6D). The inhibition is possibly the result
of biotin on the LBP surface becoming sterically hindered as
the LBP concentration increases without a corresponding
increase to surface area or streptavidin. Therefore, the
competition for available streptavidin binding sites will increase
and fewer LBPs will reach a sufficient threshold of interactions
with their target to maintain attachment following washing.
Next, we analyzed how an initial attachment advantage

benefitted biotinylated LBPs during growth. Following attach-
ment in Figure 3B, LBPs were incubated at 37 °C to allow for
growth in 1-h increments and then washed to mimic the

Figure 3. Attachment of modified LBPs is inhibited at high concentrations. (A) E. coli DH5α was biotinylated and then diluted to varying
concentrations. These biotinylated samples or a corresponding unmodified control at the same concentration was incubated on a streptavidin-
coated well-plate for 20 min. Attachment was assessed using fluorescence intensity and images of the well-plate floor after washing. (B) Attachment
of biotinylated (pink) and unmodified (green) LBPs at varying concentrations. Images were quantified using ImageJ (N = 18, with 3 images per
well and 6 wells per condition). (C) Representative images of biotinylated (top) and unmodified (bottom) LBPs (bars represent median,
significance assessed using two-way ANOVA with Sidak’s post hoc test for multiple comparisons, α = 0.05, *** p < 0.001, ns = not significant).
Scale bar = 65 μm.
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dynamic conditions of the GI microenvironment (Figure S7A).
We found that the attachment of biotinylated LBPs decreased
with time for all concentrations, further supporting that biotin
loss on the LBP surface during growth negatively influences
attachment, as shown in Figure 2B. Furthermore, biotinylated
LBPs retained an attachment advantage over the unmodified
control for 5 h when they are attached prior to growth (Figure
S7B). While this study examined a constant concentration of
biotin on the LBP surface while varying the concentration of
LBP, we next analyzed the effect of varying the sulfo-NHS-

biotin reactant concentration with a constant concentration of
LBPs. Here, we found that biotin saturates on the surface of
the LBP between 0.5 and 1 mg/mL of sulfo-NHS-biotin in an
LBP solution (Figure S8A). Additionally, we found that a clear
optimal reactant concentration (0.25 mg/mL) exists to
maximize LBP attachment to a streptavidin-coated well-plate
(Figure S8B).

C. Contact Time between LBPs and Target Surface.
Finally, we analyzed the effect of residence time on the
attachment of modified LBPs to their target protein.

Figure 4. Attachment of LBPs increases with residence time. (A) Attachment of unmodified (green) and biotinylated (pink) E. coli DH5α
following incubation on a streptavidin-coated well-plate for indicated time points in PBS at 4 °C. (B) Representative images of the attached
biotinylated (top) or unmodified (bottom) LBPs at varying time points (bars represent median, N = 9, with 3 images per well and 3 wells per
condition, significance assessed using two-way ANOVA with Sidak’s post hoc test for multiple comparisons, α = 0.05, *** p < 0.001, ns = not
significant). Scale bar = 65 μm.

Figure 5. Surface modification is nontoxic and compatible with clinical LBP storage methods. (A) Growth of Bacillus coagulans (BC), Lactobacillus
casei (LC), E. coli Nissle 1917 (EcN), and E. coli DH5α (DH5α) before (green) and after biotinylation (pink). (B) LBP viability assessed as colony
forming units (CFU) of BC, LC, EcN, and DH5α immediately prior to and after biotinylation. (C) Viability of unmodified or biotinylated EcN
following storage at −80 °C in 25% glycerol solution prior to storage (0), after 1 day (1D), 1 week (1W), and 5 months (5M) of storage and (D)
representative images of biotinylated (top) and unmodified (bottom) EcN binding a fluorescent streptavidin probe after 5 months of storage (n =
3, bars or shading represent standard deviation, significance assessed using multiple unpaired Student’s t tests with Holm-Sidak’s post hoc test for
multiple comparisons in B or two-way ANOVA with Sidak’s post hoc test for multiple comparisons in C, ns = not significant). Scale bar = 5 μm.
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Attachment has been shown to increase with residence time
(i.e., the contact time between the microbe and its target) due
to increased collisions with the attachment surface.34 Under-
standing the residence time required to enable sufficient
attachment of LBPs to the GI tract is important for rationally
designing oral delivery systems, as attachment is a critical step
in the colonization of LBPs.35 For this study, E. coli DH5α was
incubated at a constant concentration (OD = 0.25) for varying
lengths of time (5 min to 24 h) on a streptavidin-coated well-
plate at 4 °C to limit growth and viability loss. At each time
point, the well-plate was washed, and LBP attachment was
quantified using fluorescence microscopy (Figure 4A and B,
Figure S3B). Results are consistent with previously published
studies,34,36 demonstrating that LBP attachment increases with
residence time until saturation is reached, which occurs after
approximately 2 h. We observed modest decreases in the
attachment of biotinylated LBPs after saturation was reached,
likely reflecting loss of LBP viability following long-term
incubation in PBS. Compared to optimizing the LBP
concentration alone, we were able to nearly double the
attachment of biotinylated LBPs by extending the residence
time (∼2100 bacteria per frame in Figure 3B vs ∼3800 in
Figure 4A).
2.3. Effects of Surface-Modifications on LBP Behav-

ior. Current clinical use of LBPs, including fecal microbiota
transplants37 and donor-derived spore-based therapeutics,38

relies on defined processing steps that attempt to maximize
viability and are compatible with cryopreservation. Therefore,
we characterized the effect of surface modification on the
growth, viability, and cryopreservation of LBPs. Biotinylation
did not affect the growth of any LBP strain tested during an 8-
h period (Figure 5A), nor did biotinylation significantly alter
LBP viability, measured as CFUs (Figure 5B). Clinically,
preservation of LBP formulations is essential for their
practicality, as they can rarely be used immediately upon
preparation and may require transport between manufacturing
facilities and clinics. As such, EcN was tested for its storage
under common cryopreservation conditions (25% glycerol,
−80 °C). We selected EcN for this particular study, as it is one
of the most clinically advanced LBPs.39 Surface modification
did not significantly alter LBP viability for up to 5 months of
storage (Figure 5C), and the functionality of surface
modification proved to be compatible with cold storage, as
streptavidin binding was preserved at each time point tested
(Figure 5D and Figure S9). This presents a key advantage for
this modification platform, as it improves the potential that
LBP formulations can be prepared and modified at scale, prior
to quality control, packaging, and storage processing steps.
Additionally, the ability to modify LBPs prior to storage and
shipping may allow for an off-the-shelf therapeutic that
alleviates the need to conduct postpreservation modifications

Figure 6. Surface biotinylation does not impede measures of LBP efficacy. (A) Viability of Caco-2 cells following incubation with unmodified
(green) or biotinylated (pink) Escherichia coli Nissle 1917 or Lactobacillus casei for 1 (white) or 2 (gray) h, measured using an MTT assay (n = 3,
bars represent standard deviation). (B) L-Lactate production in picomolar (pM) units from L. casei, normalized per colony forming unit (CFU) of
bacteria in MRS media (n = 3, bars represent standard deviation). (C) Eight-week-old female BALB/c mice were treated with 108 CFU of
unmodified or biotinylated EcN, and fecal pellets were collected at indicated time points. Abundance of EcN was assessed by homogenizing fecal
samples, plating on selective agar plates, and enumerating viable CFU (n = 5, bars represent median, limit of detection (LOD) = 3, values below
LOD are shown as LOD/2). (D) Rate of EcN colonization, defined as the day at which detectable EcN was present in the feces of individual mice
(n = 5, bars represent standard deviation) (significance assessed using a two-way ANOVA with Sidak’s post hoc test for multiple comparisons with
α = 0.05 in A−C or Log-rank Mantel-Cox test in D, ** p < 0.01, ns = not significant).
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of the LBP at the point-of-care, which can be burdensome for
patients, clinics, or hospitals.40

The ability to effectively access and use nutrient sources
(metabolism) in order to survive and proliferate within the
intestinal tract (colonization) without significantly influencing
the health of their human host (mammalian toxicity) is
essential for LBP therapeutic efficacy. While we confirmed that
biotinylation does not inhibit LBP growth or viability, it is not
clear if surface modifications alter these more complex bacterial
functions. To determine the influence of surface modifications
on these parameters, we first evaluated the viability of
mammalian cells after exposure to the candidate LBPs EcN
and L. casei using an MTT assay. LBPs were incubated on
Caco-2 cells, a colorectal cancer cell line commonly used as a
model of the intestinal epithelium, at concentrations ranging
from 106 to 108 CFU/well for up to 2 h. We found no
significant toxicity against mammalian cells for either the LBP
strain following biotinylation at 106 (Figure S10A) or 107

CFU/well (Figure 6A). However, at high LBP concentrations
(108 CFU/well), we found that EcN and L. casei contributed
to the reduction of MTT bromide to formazan,41 resulting in
signals above the positive control (Figure S10B) and
decreasing the reliability of results. For this reason, we are
limited to shorter time points for this MTT assay, as
exponential LBP growth interferes with the MTT readout.
While longer incubations would be required to make a
definitive statement on the cytotoxicity of these LBP strains,
biotin on the LBP surface rapidly dilutes during growth
(Figure 2B), making these shorter incubations a more
representative time window for comparing the toxicity of
biotinylated and unmodified LBPs on Caco-2 cells.
Next, we tested the impact of biotinylation on the

metabolism of an LBP strain. We selected L. casei, as it is
known to produce a therapeutically active compound during
growth that can be reliably quantified. L. casei produces lactic
acid through the fermentation of glucose, which has been
shown to mediate diverse disease states, including NSAID-
induced small intestine injury,42 diabetes complications,43 and
pathogen infections.44 As such, it is essential that surface
modifications of L. casei do not interfere with lactic acid
secretion. We measured lactic acid production under two
conditions: during growth in MRS media and during
fermentation in minimal media supplemented with glucose
to inhibit growth and ensure that biotin dilution did not
influence results (Figure S11A). We found that biotinylation
does not significantly alter lactic acid production under either
growth condition (Figure 6B and Figure S11B).
We recently demonstrated that the attachment of mucus-

binding, streptavidin-conjugated antibodies to biotinylated
LBPs significantly improves their short-term adhesion in the
GI tract, enabling them to quickly establish an intestinal niche
and improving their pharmacokinetics.16 While targeting
specific receptors in the GI tract appears to improve
colonization, little is known about the influence of surface
modifications themselves on the interactions between LBPs
and the GI environment. Indeed, alternative approaches to
modifying LBP surfaces, such as encapsulation, can physically
impede LBP growth or interactions with the GI environment.
Therefore, we were interested in analyzing the effect of our
base platform, biotinylated LBPs, on the growth and
colonization of an LBP in the murine GI tract. To ensure
reliable detection of the LBP throughout the study, we dosed
animals with EcN, which harbors a kanamycin-resistance

plasmid that is stable for long periods of time in vivo.45 To
assess the colonization of EcN, we treated female BALB/c
mice with streptomycin and introduced either biotinylated or
unmodified EcN via oral gavage. At indicated time points, we
collected and homogenized fecal pellets as a proxy for the
intestinal LBP abundance, which we have previously shown is
an accurate approximation in this mouse model.16

The results show that colonization of the modified LBP is
noninferior to the unmodified control (Figure 6C). For the
first 72 h, there are no significant differences between the
groups, and during the full 30-day window that we collected
fecal pellets, the two groups demonstrated significant differ-
ences only at Day 5. Additionally, there is no significant
difference between the rate of colonization, measured as the
number of days for viable EcN to appear in the feces of mice,
between the groups (Figure 6D). For further evidence of the
noninferiority of surface modified LBPs, we found that both
biotinylated and unmodified LBPs stably colonized the murine
GI tract at equivalent abundances out to 30-days postgavage, as
shown in Figure 6C. We further analyzed these results ex vivo
by applying unmodified or biotinylated E. coli to the luminal
side of pig intestine. We quantified the loss of LBP attachment
to the intestinal lumen during consecutive washes using an In
Vivo Imaging System (IVIS) (Figures S12A and S12B).
Consistent with our in vivo findings, we found that biotinylated
LBPs are noninferior to the unmodified control, and there was
no significant difference in LBP attachment to the ex vivo
intestine, measured using IVIS or plating on selective agar
plates (Figures S12C and S12D). Therefore, modifying the
LBP surface with a modular handle such as biotin does not
significantly impede LBP attachment or colonization in the
intestinal tract.

3. CONCLUSION
Modifications to the LBP surface are a promising method to
alter their interactions with the human host and improve
therapeutic efficacy. However, their use as an oral delivery
strategy for LBPs remains poorly characterized. In this work,
we analyzed a surface modification platform that bioconjugates
biotin to the LBP surface, which can then act as a modular
handle for the attachment of secondary moieties. Previously,
we have shown that this platform is functional in vivo and that
modification of the LBP surface with mucus-binding antibodies
improves LBP colonization and pharmacokinetics. Herein, we
expanded on this work by demonstrating that bioconjugation
of biotin enables modification with any streptavidin-conjugated
moiety, including antibodies, polymers, and nanoparticles.
These modifications can potentially be used for diverse
delivery applications, including hitchhiking of essential
nutrients to the LBP surface to provide a competitive growth
advantage in the GI tract, shielding of immunogenic antigens
on the LBP surface using inert polymers, or targeting sites of
disease with antibodies directed against wound targets.
Additionally, we have analyzed conditions influencing the

oral delivery of LBPs, including the effect of LBP parameters
(growth and biotin dilution, concentration, contact time) on
the success of surface modifications as a delivery strategy, as
well as the effect of the platform on measures of LBP efficacy
and clinical translation (viability, toxicity, metabolism,
colonization, and storage). Specifically, we used our base
platform of biotinylated LBPs to analyze attachment to the
target protein streptavidin. Using this approach, we found that
LBP attachment is inhibited at high concentrations and
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saturates at extended contact times. While additional work is
needed to correlate these findings to the in vivo environment,
knowledge on the physical parameters influencing target
attachment of modified LBPs can be used as a starting point
to inform their oral delivery and in vivo colonization. For
example, understanding the kinetics of LBP target binding
could potentially motivate the selection of a delivery system
that controls the spatiotemporal concentration of LBPs in the
GI tract. Additionally, these findings can be used to optimize
secondary ligand presentation in future work. We additionally
found that LBP growth dilutes the concentration of targeting
ligands on the LBP surface, inhibiting their attachment to
target proteins and confirming that the LBP is reverted to
premodification levels of attachment. This is an important
feature of this platform, as it reduces safety concerns associated
with long-term or permanent changes to the LBP. Future work
will expand these findings to additional LBP strains, as these
attachment optimums and growth conditions were investigated
for a single LBP strain with a set surface concentration of
biotin.
Finally, this work further demonstrated that NHS-ester-

based bioconjugation does not significantly impede critical
parameters known to influence LBP efficacy, including their
growth, viability, metabolite secretion, and in vivo colonization.
This latter demonstration is relevant to the use of this strategy
as a delivery method to improve colonization, as alternative
surface modifications, such as polymer encapsulation, may
inhibit LBP growth or attachment. We further confirmed that
our biotinylation platform does not impede LBP attachment to
the GI lumen in an ex vivo porcine intestine model.
Importantly, we have shown that surface modified LBPs can
be stored for up to 5 months without influencing their viability
or target binding, using clinically relevant storage conditions.
While this work is limited in its scope due to the small number
of LBP strains rigorously tested, as well as the variability
between LBP strains and their bioconjugation efficiencies, it
provides a foundation of support for bioconjugation-based
surface modifications and establishes both key considerations
for designing oral LBP delivery systems, as well as the
experimental approaches for evaluating them.

4. MATERIALS AND METHODS
4.1. Cell Lines and Culture. Lactobacillus casei (ATCC 393) and

Bacillus coagulans (ATCC 7050) were purchased from ATCC.
Escherichia coli DH5α was purchased transformed with either a
pBS-ldhGFP plasmid conferring GFP-expression and ampicillin
resistance (selection at 100 μg/mL), a gift from Michela Lizier
(Addgene plasmid #27170; http://n2t.net/addgene:27170; RRI-
D:Addgene_27170), or a pLEM415-ldhL-mRFP1 plasmid conferring
RFP-expression and ampicillin resistance (selection at 100 μg/mL), a
gift from Sujin Bao (Addgene plasmid # 99842; http://n2t.net/
addgene:99842; RRID:Addgene_99842).46−48 Escherichia coli Nissle
1917 was a gift from Nathan Crook and came transformed with a
plasmid conferring kanamycin resistance (selection at 50 μg/mL).45

Glycerol stocks of all bacterial strains were prepared from overnight
cultures, diluted 1:1 in 50% sterile glycerol. L. casei was grown in MRS
media at 37 °C under static conditions, while B. coagulans (grown in
Nutrient Broth) and E. coli strains (grown in Luria Broth) were grown
at 37 °C in a shaking incubator (200 rpm). All bacterial cultures were
inoculated from glycerol stocks at least 12 h before use in a study in
media supplemented with appropriate concentrations of antibiotics.
Caco-2 cells were purchased from the University of North Carolina at
Chapel Hill Tissue Culture Facility and cultured in phenol-free
Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s Medium (DMEM, Gibco) supplemented
with 20% Fetal Bovine Serum (FBS) and 1% penicillin-streptomycin.

4.2. Biotinylation of Bacteria and Secondary Moiety
Binding. Bacteria cultures were grown overnight and biotinylated
as previously described.16 Briefly, bacteria were harvested via
centrifugation, washed twice in ice-cold PBS, diluted to an optical
density measured at 600 nm (OD600) of 1.0, and reacted for 20 min
on ice at a concentration of 1 mg/mL of N-hydroxysulfosuccinimide
functionalized biotin (EZ-Link Sulfo-NHS Biotin; ThermoFisher).
For the reactant concentration study (Figure S8), E. coli DH5α was
incubated with sulfo-NHS-biotin at concentrations ranging between
0.1 and 2.0 mg/mL in an OD = 1.0 solution. Samples were washed 2×
with PBS via centrifugation at 4,000 rpm for 10 min. 10 μL of
fluorescent streptavidin probe (Streptavidin Alexa Fluor 594
conjugate, Invitrogen) was mixed with 100 μL of bacteria, washed
as described above, and imaged using fluorescence microscopy
(Revolve, Echo). Fluorescence intensity was measured using a
microplate reader (Synergy H1, BioTek). For antibody attachment,
a fluorescent IgG antibody (Goat Anti-Mouse IgG Alexa Fluor 647
Conjugate, Abcam) was conjugated to streptavidin using a kit,
according to the manufacturer’s instructions (Streptavidin Con-
jugation Kit, Abcam). Antibody was added to cultures of E. coli DH5α
at a concentration of 20 μg/mL, briefly vortexed, washed as described
above, and imaged using fluorescence microscopy. Similarly,
streptavidin-conjugated nanoparticles (FluoSpheres Streptavidin-
Labeled Microspheres 0.04 μm, Life Technologies) were incubated
at a dilution of 1:100 and processed in the same manner as the
streptavidin-conjugated antibody. Finally, streptavidin-conjugated
polymer (Streptavidin Peroxidase Polymer, Fisher Scientific) was
incubated at a dilution of 1:100,000, vortexed briefly, and immediately
washed 3× in PBS. On the final wash, samples were resuspended in
100 μL of TMB ELISA substrate and incubated for 30 min. The
reaction was stopped with 100 μL of 0.6 N H2SO4, and sample
absorbance was read at 450 nm.

4.3. Biotin Dilution during Growth. E. coli DH5α cultures were
grown overnight and biotinylated as described above. Following
washes, E. coli was diluted to an OD600 of ∼0.2 and transferred to an
incubator at 37 °C. At each time point, samples were removed and
used to quantify the surface biotin concentration, attachment to a
streptavidin-coated plate, and bacterial concentration. A fluorescent
streptavidin probe was used to calculate surface biotin concentration;
the probe was incubated with samples as described above, and the
number of streptavidin molecules was determined using a standard
curve from the fluorescence intensity on a microplate reader (Synergy
H1, BioTek). Attachment was determined by incubating samples on a
streptavidin-coated plate (Pierce Streptavidin Coated High Binding
Capacity Plate; Life Technologies) for 20 min while shaking at room
temperature. Fluorescence intensity was measured prior to and
following washes to remove unbound bacteria using a microplate
reader. Images were captured on the bottom of the well plate (Echo;
Revolve). Bacterial concentration was determined by plating samples
on selective agar plates and enumerating colony forming units (CFU).

4.4. Attachment Studies. E. coli DH5α was grown and
biotinylated as previously described. Cultures were diluted to
indicated OD600 and incubated on a streptavidin-coated well-plate
for 20 min at room temperature, shaking on a microplate shaker. For
the contact time study, samples were incubated at 4 °C for indicated
time points under static conditions. For all attachment studies, wells
were washed 4× with PBS to remove unbound bacteria. Fluorescence
intensity was quantified on a microplate reader prior to and following
washing (Synergy H1, BioTek), and three images at unique positions
on the well floor were taken for each replicate (Revolve, Echo). For
the growth of attached bacteria at varying concentrations, the well
medium was replaced with fresh LB broth (supplemented with 100
μg/mL ampicillin), and the microplate was transferred to an incubator
at 37 °C. At 1-h increments, the well-plate was removed and washed
4× as described above, and images were taken of the well-plate floor
for quantification. Image analysis was conducted using Particle
Counting in ImageJ.

4.5. Viability, Growth, and Storage. LBPs were biotinylated as
previously described. For viability assessment, samples were taken
immediately prior to and following biotinylation, serially diluted in
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PBS, plated on selective agar plates, and enumerated for viable CFUs.
Samples were then diluted 1:100 in fresh medium in triplicate, added
to a 96-well-plate, and sealed (Breathe-Easy Sealing Membrane,
Sigma). Growth curves were measured in a microplate reader
(Synergy H1, BioTek) at 37 °C for 8 h, reading absorbance at 600
nm every 10 min. For storage studies, LBPs were diluted 1:1 in 50%
sterile glycerol in deionized water and frozen at −80 °C. At indicated
time points, vials were thawed at room temperature, and CFUs were
enumerated.
4.6. Mammalian Viability. Caco-2 cells were seeded in tissue

culture treated 96-well-plates 48 h before use at 10,000 cells/well. L.
casei and EcN cultures were grown and biotinylated as described
above and diluted to an OD of 0.8 (∼109 CFU/mL). Ten-fold
dilutions were conducted in phenol-free DMEM to achieve a range of
concentrations from 107−109 CFU/mL, and 100 μL was added to
Caco-2 wells. Cells were incubated for 1 or 2 h, and an MTT assay
was conducted according to the manufacturer’s instructions (Vybrant
MTT Cell Proliferation Assay Kit, Invitrogen), using DMSO to
solubilize formazan in the final step. The average of a triplicate of
untreated controls was used as the 100% viability reference point,
while the average of a triplicate of 1% Triton-X-treated cells was used
as the 0% viability reference point. Viability was calculated assuming a
linear relationship.
4.7. Lactic Acid Secretion. L. casei was cultured and biotinylated

as previously described. Cultures were collected via centrifugation at
4,000 rpm for 5 min, resuspended in MRS media or M9 minimal
media (5× M9 minimal Salts, BD Difco) supplemented with 0.4%
glucose, and then diluted to an OD600 of 0.5. Samples were removed
at t = 0 and placed on ice, and cultures were transferred to 37 °C in a
static incubator. At indicated time points, samples were removed,
bacteria were pelleted, and lactate concentration was assessed
according to the manufacturer’s instructions with the supernatant
(L-Lactate Assay Kit, BioAssay Systems). L. casei concentration was
quantified via plating on MRS agar plates and enumerating viable
CFUs.
4.8. In Vivo Colonization of Modified Bacteria. Animal studies

were conducted in accordance with and approved by the Institutional
Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC) of The University of
North Carolina at Chapel Hill. Eight-week old female BALB/c mice
were purchased from Charles River and acclimated for at least 72 h
prior to use. Mice were placed on a controlled diet (OpenStandard
Diet; Research Diets) for 7 days prior to the start of any studies.
Streptomycin was given ad lib in the drinking water for 24 h (5 g/L),
followed by an 18-h wash-out period. Mice were gavaged with 100 μL
of 109 CFU/mL of EcN in sterile saline (108 CFU total) following
biotinylation, as described above, with flexible 20-gauge gavage
needles (30 mm, Instech). Feces were collected from mice as
previously described,16 homogenized in PBS, serially diluted, and
plated on kanamycin selective LB agar plates (50 μg/mL).
4.9. Statistical Analysis. Statistical analyses were conducted

using Graphpad Prism version 8.4.3 for macOS.
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